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Abstract

The Neutral Particle Detector (NPD) on board Mars Express has observed

energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) from a broad region on the dayside of the

Martian upper atmosphere. We show one such example for which the ob-

servation was conducted at an altitude of 570 km, just above the Induced

Magnetosphere Boundary (IMB). The time of flight spectra of these ENAs

show that they had energies of 0.2∼2 keV/amu, with an average energy of

∼1.1keV/amu. Both the spatial distribution and the energy of these ENAs

are consistent with the backscattered ENAs, produced by an ENA albedo

process. This is the first observation of backscattered ENAs from the Martian

upper atmosphere. The origin of these ENAs is considered to be the solar wind

ENAs that are scattered back by collision processes in the Martian upper at-

mosphere. The particle flux and energy flux of the backscattered ENAs are

0.9∼1.3×107cm−2 s−1 and ∼9.5×109 eV cm−2 s−1, respectively.

1 Introduction

Energetic Neutral Atom (ENA) imaging in space provides a means to investi-

gate the interaction between space plasmas and neutral atoms. The first dedi-

cated ENA instrument was carried by the Swedish satellite Astrid-1 [Barabash

(1995)]. The dynamics of the terrestrial ionosphere and magnetosphere are vi-

sualized by ENAs [e.g., Barabash et al. (1998); C:son Brandt et al. (2001)].

Since then many spacecraft have carried ENA imagers on terrestrial and plane-

tary missions. Cassini was the first spacecraft that carried an ENA instrument

(MIMI/INCA) to Saturn.
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Mars Express brought two ENA instruments to Mars for the first time: the

Neutral Particle Imager (NPI) and the Neutral Particle Detector (NPD), as

parts of a plasma and neutral particle package called the Analyser of Space

Plasma and EneRgetic Atoms (ASPERA-3). The NPI is designed to measure

ENAs with good angular resolution, and the NPD is designed to resolve energy

and mass of ENAs but with relatively coarse angular resolution and more

limited angular coverage [Barabash et al. (2004)].

Since Mars has no global intrinsic magnetic field like the Earth (e.g. Acuña

et al. (1998)), the solar wind can directly interact with the Martian exo-

sphere. Therefore ENA sources around Mars are expected to be quite dif-

ferent from those around the Earth (Barabash et al. (2004) and references

therein). Barabash et al. (2004) enumerated possible ENA sources: the super-

sonic solar wind [Holmström et al. (2002)], the shocked solar wind [Holmström

et al. (2002)], accelerated planetary ions [Barabash et al. (2002); Lichtenegger

et al. (2002)], solar wind protons interacting with the tenuous Phobos atmo-

sphere [Mura et al. (2002)], atmospheric atoms sputtered by picked-up O+

ions [Luhmann and Bauer (1992)], and solar wind ENAs backscattered from

the Martian exosphere (an ENA albedo process) [Kallio and Barabash (2001);

Holmström et al. (2002)].

In the present study, we focus on ENA observations when the NPD was looking

down at the Martian subsolar region and conditions for the observation of

backscattered ENAs were favorable.

The generation mechanism of backscattered ENAs is as follows. When solar

wind protons approach Mars, some of the protons are neutralized through

charge exchange with planetary exospheric particles. The generated hydro-
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gen ENAs (solar wind ENAs) have the same energy as the solar wind pro-

tons. They can penetrate below the plasma boundary called the Induced

Magnetosphere Boundary (IMB, see Lundin et al. (2004)). When these solar

wind ENAs reach the exobase, they experience elastic and inelastic collisions

[Kallio and Barabash (2000)], and some of them are scattered back. Kallio and

Barabash (2001) used a three-dimensional Monte Carlo model to investigate

these backscattered ENAs. The ratio of the particle flux of the backscattered

ENAs to the impinging ENAs was found to be 0.58. The average energy of

the backscattered ENAs was ∼60% that of the impinging ENAs.

In addition to the solar wind ENAs, solar wind protons may also reach the

exobase because of their finite gyroradius [Brecht (1997)], even if the bulk flow

cannot enter below the IMB. Those protons reaching the exobase experience

the similar elastic and inelastic collision processes and a proportion of them

are scattered back as hydrogen atoms. We call this mechanism ‘proton-ENA

albedo process’ hereafter. The ENA flux generated by this proton-ENA albedo

process was mentioned by Holmström et al. (2002). They used the proton

precipitation flux calculated by Brecht (1997), and concluded that the flux of

ENAs associatively produced is small enough to be neglected.

The NPD observed the backscattered ENAs from the Martian upper atmo-

sphere during its initial-phase observations when the observational conditions

and instrument operation mode were particular favorable. This is the first

observation of backscattered ENAs from the upper atmosphere of an unmag-

netized planet. We will present below a typical example of backscattered ENAs

recorded by the NPD and discuss their general characteristics.
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2 Instrumentation

The Analyser of Space Plasma and EneRgetic Atoms (ASPERA-3) instrument

on board Mars Express consists of four sensors, an ion mass analyser (IMA),

an electron spectrometer (ELS), a neutral particle imager (NPI) and a neutral

particle detector (NPD) [Barabash et al. (2004)].

The NPD is made up of two identical detectors called NPD-1 and NPD-2.

The only difference between them is the respective directions of their fields

of view (c.f. Figure 1 of Futaana et al. (in Press), in this issue). The NPD

measures the ENA differential flux over the energy range 100 eV to 10 keV,

while resolving H and O. Each detector has a 9×90◦ intrinsic field of view and

the aperture is divided into three directions (Dirs 0, 1 and 2). Each direction is

covered by an independent sensor with an angular resolution of ∼5×40◦ (full

width at half maximum). This means that a slight overlap of viewing angles

exist to provide complete angular coverage.

The principle of ENA measurements by the NPD is summarized as follows.

An incident ENA that impact a START surface produces secondary elec-

trons, that are transported to an MCP (Microchannel Plate) assembly to give

a START signal. An electrostatic deflector is placed in front of the aperture to

remove charged particles. The incident ENA that impacts the START surface

is reflected there, and then travels to a STOP surface, where secondary elec-

trons are newly generated to provide a STOP signal. There are three STOP

surfaces, 30 degrees apart each other, that correspond to different directions

of the incident ENAs. By taking the one-to-one coincidence between START

and STOP signals within a certain window, the time-of-flight (TOF) of the
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particle is obtained. The TOF is converted to particle velocity by using the dis-

tance between the START and STOP surfaces (8.0 cm). Particles lose ∼33%

of their energy during their interaction with the START surface and the ve-

locity should be corrected correspondingly. The TOF analysis can eliminate

false counts due to ultraviolet (UV) radiation (Brinkfeld et al. (Submitted))

because UV counts have very short TOFs. The Pulse-height (PH) distribution

of the STOP signals can provide a rough estimation of the species between

proton and oxygen. The geometrical factor (G0) and the efficiency (ǫ) are

obtained from ground calibration data. The product of these quantities is

ǫ · G0∼9.78×10−5 cm2 sr in case of 0.7 keV hydrogen atoms.

The NPD has several observation modes. The mode in operation during the

observations reported in the present paper is the so-called ‘raw’ mode. Due

to limited memory size, only the first 512 STOP signals during every second

are recorded with information concerning direction, TOF (11 bits), PH (8

bits) and the coincidence with START signals. In these 512 records, there

exist invalid data, i.e. one-to-one coincidences between the START and STOP

signals cannot be found. After downlink of the data, we select only the valid

records (i.e. the records having one-to-one coincidence between START and

STOP signals). For those, we obtain the velocity, the pulse height and the

count rate of the impinging ENAs. Since the count rates at the STOP surface

are normally larger than 512 counts/s, the memory is filled in less than 1 s.

This means that the accumulation time, ∆t, is shorter than 1 s. ∆t is calculated

as follows.

∆t = 512/Cstop, (1)

where Cstop is the count rate (count/s) at the STOP surfaces. Using the ac-
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cumulation time of ∆t, we can infer the valid count rate of ENAs, CENA,

as

CENA = Nvalid/∆t, (2)

where Nvalid is the number of valid data contained in the 512 records.

3 Observation

In this section, we present an example of an NPD observation of the backscat-

tered ENAs. The observation was made on 27 Feb 2004, when the pericenter

of Mars Express was very close to the subsolar point. The observation mode of

the NPD was raw mode, in which detailed TOF spectra can be obtained. Due

to the Mars Express position and the operation mode of the NPD, the best

possible opportunity was provided to detect ENAs from the Martian upper

atmosphere and to institute a detailed analyses of these data.

The orbit of Mars Express on 27 Feb. 2004 is shown in Figure 1. Here we

have adopted the cylindrical Mars-Sun Orbit (MSO) coordinate system. The

MSO system is defined in such a way that the x-axis points from the center

of Mars to the Sun, the z-axis is perpendicular to the Martian orbital plane

and the y-axis completes the right-hand system. The vertical axis in Figure 1

is the distance from the Mars-Sun line (r =
√

y2 + z2). The pericenter was at

19:40 UT with a height of ∼270 km.

The dashed lines show the modeled locations of the Bow Shock (BS) and the

Magnetic Pileup Boundary (MPB) calculated from the empirical model de-

rived from Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) observations [Vignes et al. (2000)].
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According to this figure, the spacecraft should cross the MPB at ∼19:54 UT.

However, the in-situ observation of the ion mass analyser (IMA) and electron

sensor (ELS) on board Mars Express encountered the boundary at ∼19:47-

48 UT at a height of 420-460 km (the filled circle in Figure 1), thereby in-

dicating that the Induced Magnetosphere Boundary (IMB) was located at a

lower altitude than the modeled MPB during the observation interval. (IMB

is defined as the envelope of induced Martian magnetosphere, i.e. the stopping

boundary for the solar wind protons [Lundin et al. (2004)]) Although the re-

lation between the MPB (defined by magnetometer) and the IMB (defined by

plasma instruments) is not presently known, they are believed to be closely

located. Therefore it is possible that solar wind dynamic pressure was higher

than its average value. Unfortunately, the solar wind conditions are not avail-

able because the IMA and ELS ceased operations at ∼20:00 UT while Mars

Express was still in the magnetosheath.

Figure 2 displays the NPD-2 observation made between 19:50 and 19:55 UT

on 27 Feb., 2004, when Mars Express was above the IMB (570∼930 km). The

left panels show the TOF spectrograms corresponding to the three directions.

The right panels display TOF spectra integrated over the 5 min. observation

time for each direction. Dashed lines indicate the background count levels in

each direction as defined by the low energy channel (corresponding to 7.96-

14.2eV/amu or TOF∼1534-2048 ns). The TOF distribution has a broad spec-

trum at a range of 150∼500 ns (0.2∼2.3keV/amu), with a sharp peak embed-

ded at 150∼300 ns (0.6∼2.3keV/amu). Another observation was made under

similar conditions and in the same observation mode between 17:20-17:24 UT

on 29 Feb 2004. The results are very similar to those shown in Figure 2.

The time series of the count rates of ENAs integrated over the TOF range of
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0-2048 ns is shown in Figure 3. The accumulation time of each sample (1 sec)

is calculated to be ∼36 ms from Equation (1). The calculated background level

was subtracted before the integration. We can thus derive the differential flux

of ENAs. The count rate for each direction was constantly 150-200 counts/s

throughout the observation. Using the geometrical factor and the efficiency

(ǫ · G0 ∼1×10−4 for 700 eV protons), we obtain a differential flux of J ∼1.5-

2.0×106 cm−2 sr−1 s−1. Assuming that the emission of the observed ENAs is

isotropic, the particle flux of the generated ENAs is also calculated as F =

0.94 − 1.26×107 cm−2s−1.

Figure 4 shows the 3-D geometry of the NPD field of view (FOV) at 19:50 UT

and at 19:55 UT on 27 Feb., 2004 in the MSO coordinate system. The white

line represents the Mars Express trajectory, and the solid angles correspond

to the NPD-2 FOVs. The solid lines at the Martian surface correspond to the

Sun-Mars meridian and the equator in the MSO coordinate system, and the

subsolar point is indicated by the filled circle. The dashed lines correspond to

longitude and latitude every 30◦. The FOV pointed toward the planet through-

out the observation. The coverage of the FOV is from the subsolar point to

30◦N.

4 Discussion

The NPD has detected ENAs at an altitude of 570 km (19:50 UT) while the

IMB was at 420-460 km near the subsolar point. Since the NPD was looking

at the planet all the time as shown in Figure 4, the ENAs are most likely to

come from the Martian upper atmosphere because the bulk velocity of the

shocked solar wind was nearly perpendicular to the NPD view direction.
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The count rates of the observed ENAs shown in Figure 3 did not change

significantly with time, even though the count rate showed a large fluctuation.

The fluctuation is most likely due to the short integration time on board of

each sample (∼3.6% of total time). The fact that the count rate was constant

with time indicates that the ENAs were emitted from a broad region of the

Martian upper atmosphere; at least from the area with solar zenith angle of

< 30◦ that the FOV of the NPD-2 covered (Figure 4). The characteristics of

a wide generation region agrees with the predicted ENA albedo.

The energy of the detected ENAs was 0.2-2.3 keV/amu. If the ENAs were oxy-

gen atoms, their energy would be 3.2-36.8 keV. This is not realistic because no

acceleration mechanisms of oxygen up to 30 keV below the altitude of 570 km

are expected. Also, the ion mass analyser (IMA) on board Mars Express has

not detected such high energy oxygen [Lundin et al. (2004)]. Therefore, the

observed ENAs are most likely to be the hydrogen atoms.

The observed energy of 0.2-2.3 keV corresponds to 200-660 km/s. The average

energy of the ENAs is ∼1.1 keV derived from the TOF spectra in the TOF

range of 70-710 ns, corresponding to an energy range between 100 eV and

10 keV. The particle flux is estimated as F = 0.94 − 1.26×107 cm−2s−1.

Kallio and Barabash (2001) made a 3-D Monte-Carlo model of precipitating

ENAs and discussed characteristics of backscattered ENAs. The velocity dis-

tribution of backscattered ENAs is very broad (50-450 km/s) in their ENA

albedo model. This is in good agreement with the observed broadness and

velocity. However, the particle flux is slightly different. Kallio and Barabash

(2001) used typical solar wind parameters of the velocity (v = 400km/s) and

the density (n = 2.5/cc), and derived the precipitating ENA flux at the sub-
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solar point to be 5.5×106cm−2s−1, and that 58% of them are scattered back as

ENA albedo. This means that an ENA flux of 3.2×106cm−2s−1 is theoretically

expected at around the subsolar point, which is consistent with but smaller

than the observed ENA flux by a factor of 3-4.

To investigate why the observed ENA flux was 3-4 times higher than its the-

oretical value, we have to know the solar wind flux. Since Mars Express was

inside the bow shock, we do not know the undisturbed solar wind parameters.

However, we can make a rough estimation of the solar wind flux based on the

magnetosheath observations. From the IMA data, we can derive the shocked

solar wind velocity as ~Vsh∼(−4.4×102 km/s, 4.0×102, 1.6×101) in the MSO

coordinate system. The density is estimated as nsh =3-4/cm3 from the ELS

data. Assuming conservation of the solar wind flux in the x-direction (i.e. as-

suming a one-dimensional variation along the solar wind flow direction), the

solar wind flux can be estimated as nsh·Vx,sh= 1.3 − 1.8×108 cm−2s−1.

This value is higher than the flux used in the model by Kallio and Barabash

(2001), which is 1×108cm−2s−1. This difference might explain the high flux

of the observed ENAs. However, we have to mention that the derived solar

wind flux can be overestimated. Considering MHD shock theories, the veloc-

ity in the magnetosheath > 400 km/s implies the velocity ∼ 1000 km/s in

the undisturbed upstream region. This is extremely high. Since the subsolar

magnetosheath is so compact, kinetic effects can control ion characteristics of

the bow shock and the magnetosheath, and then the in situ ion measurement

in magnetosheath can show higher velocity than bulk velocity. In this regard,

the solar wind flux might be smaller than the estimated value.

There are alternative possibilities to explain the high ENA flux. One is the
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low altitude of the IMB. The IMB during the observation period was lower

than the average. In such a configuration, more solar wind ENAs would be

generated, resulting in large backscattered fluxes.

Another candidate is the proton-ENA albedo mechanism. Shocked solar wind

ions can penetrate below the IMB due to the finite-gyro radius. Some of these

solar wind protons can interact with the dense atmosphere and experience the

same collision processes as penetrating solar wind ENAs. Such protons are

scattered back as neutrals. Recent observations revealed that the solar wind

protons can penetrate up to 270 km [Lundin et al. (2004)], and this means

that this proton-ENA albedo mechanism can be more important than ex-

pected. This mechanism is mentioned by Holmström et al. (2002). They used

a proton precipitation flux of 104-105cm−2s−1 [Brecht (1997)] and concluded

that the proton-ENA albedo mechanism can be negligible. On the other hand,

Kallio and Janhunen (2001) concluded that up to 108cm−2s−1 protons can pre-

cipitate into the Martian atmosphere. Assuming the proton-ENA albedo to

be 0.58, the backscattered ENA flux due to the proton-ENA albedo mecha-

nism is estimated to be 5.8×107cm−2s−1, which is larger than the observed

flux. In this sense, the proton-ENA albedo mechanism can also provide an

explanation of the observed high flux. Due to the large difference (3-4 orders)

of the precipitating proton flux between the two models, we can not conclude

whether the proton-ENA albedo contributes to the high backscattered ENA

flux. We need more precise models of the interaction between the solar wind

and Mars to evaluate the effect of proton-ENA albedo quantitatively.
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5 Summary

Using NPD data from Mars Express, we have presented an example of the

backscattered ENAs from the Martian upper atmosphere (ENA albedo pro-

cess). The NPD has detected the backscattered ENAs at an altitude of 570 km

near the subsolar point. This is the first observation of backscattered ENAs

from an unmagnetized planetary upper atmosphere.

Let us now summarize several important parameters from the NPD observa-

tions. The backscattered ENAs have energies of 0.2∼2 keV with an average

energy of ∼1.1 keV. The distribution and the energy agree well with the re-

sults of a Monte-Carlo simulation by Kallio and Barabash (2001). The ratio

of the fluxes between the solar wind particles and the backscattered ENAs

from the Martian upper atmosphere is 5-10% if we employ the roughly esti-

mated solar wind flux of 1.3−1.8×108 cm−2s−1 and the observed ENA flux of

F = 0.94− 1.26×107 cm−2s−1. The energy flux of backscattered ENAs is cal-

culated to be ∼9.5×109eV cm−2 s−1 using the energy range of 100 eV-10 keV.

Kallio and Barabash (2001) predicted that 33% of the impinging energy flux

of the solar wind ENAs is transported back while 67% is lost around the Mar-

tian exobase. Using this predicted ratio, the total energy flux deposited in the

Martian atmosphere is estimated to be ∼2×1010eV cm−2 s−1.

The observed backscattered ENAs are almost consistent with, but higher than

the flux estimated by the theory of ENA albedo [Kallio and Barabash (2001)].

Not only the higher upstream flux, but also there are two possible explana-

tions: the low altitude IMB and the proton-ENA albedo. To evaluate these

effects, we need more precise models of the interaction between the solar wind
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and Mars.

The next step in the analyses will be to produce ENA albedo maps of the Mar-

tian upper atmosphere. Comparison between the observed ENA albedo maps

and those produced theoretically (e.g. Holmström et al. (2002)) will allow us to

infer the interaction between the solar wind and the Martian atmosphere, and

to estimate the proton precipitation rates in a function of upstream parame-

ters. The ENA albedo is expected to depend on the solar zenith angle (Kallio

and Barabash (2001); Kallio and Janhunen (2001)) and on the upstream con-

ditions. ENA albedo maps can, in principle, be converted to a precipitation

map of the solar wind particles (both of ENAs and protons) into the Martian

upper atmosphere since the backscattered ENAs are directly connected to the

precipitation of the solar wind particles into the Martian upper atmosphere.

These results will also provide information concerning energy and momentum

transport from the solar wind into the Martian upper atmosphere.
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Fig. 2. NPD observations conducted between 19:50 and 19:55 UT on 27 Feb. 2004.

From top to bottom, three directions of NPD-2 are shown. The left panels show

the TOF spectrograms and the right panels show the corresponding TOF spectra

integrated over the 5-min. observation. The dashed lines in the right panels indicate

the noise level of each channel. In all panels, the data are integrated over every 32

ns in TOF bins and every 5 s in UT bins.
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Fig. 3. Time series of the count rates of ENAs integrated over the TOF range

0-2048 ns. Background counts have been subtracted. The solid, dashed and dotted

lines correspond to Dir 0, 1 and 2, respectively. The data are averaged over every

10 s.
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Fig. 4. The 3-D geometry of the FOV of the NPD-2 during the observations (19:50-55

UT). The MSO coordinate system is used; the x-axis is the Mars-Sun line. The white

line is the orbit of Mars Express and the transparent solid angles are the FOVs of

the three directions of NPD-2. The dashed lines are the longitude and latitude lines

at every 30◦ and the black filled circle indicates the subsolar point.
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